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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an investigation into the use of a mobile device as a novel interface to a content-based image
retrieval system. The initial development has been based on the concept of using the mobile device in an art
gallery for mining data about the exhibits, although a number of other applications are envisaged. The paper
presents a novel methodology for performing content-based image retrieval and object recognition from query
images that have been degraded by noise and subjected to transformations through the imaging system. The
methodology uses techniques inspired from the information retrieval community in order to aid eﬃcient indexing
and retrieval. In particular, a vector-space model is used in the eﬃcient indexing of each image, and a two-stage
pruning/ranking procedure is used to determine the correct matching image. The retrieval algorithm is shown
to outperform a number of existing algorithms when used with query images from the mobile device.
Keywords: Content-based Image Retrieval, Salient regions, Mobile Device, Vector-space, Local Descriptors,
tf-idf
1. INTRODUCTION
Given the large amount of research into content-based image retrieval currently taking place, new interfaces to
systems that perform queries based on image content need to be considered. In this paper a new paradigm for
content-based image retrieval is introduced, in which a mobile device is used to capture the query image and
display the results. The system consists of a client-server architecture in which query images are captured on a
mobile device and then transferred to a server for further processing. The server then returns the results of the
query to the mobile device. There are a number of possible user-scenarios for the use of such a device. These
scenarios generally fall into two categories, depending on what kind of query result the system would be expected
to provide.
The ﬁrst category is very much like previous research on the “physical hyper-link” carried out at HP labs,1
where a user can ‘click’ on real world objects as if they were a hyper-link, using a mobile device as the interface.
In this case, the objective of the system is to ﬁnd an exact representation of the query image in the database
and to return metadata corresponding to the object represented in the query image. For example, consider using
the device in a museum or art gallery. The device could be pointed at various exhibits or paintings and would
return metadata about that particular object. Another possible example would be in a bookshop. In this case
the device could be pointed at a book cover, and the returned metadata could be, for example, reviews of that
particular book.
The second category is much more like classical content-based image retrieval. In this case, the objective is
not necessarily to ﬁnd an exact match, but rather to ﬁnd a ranked set of similar images - either visually similar
(e.g. in terms of colour) or similar in terms of the semantics of the content.
This paper examines the ﬁrst category in detail, although the retrieval algorithms presented are equally
applicable to the second category. The paper is split into several sections. The ﬁrst section presents our novel
content-based retrieval model. The second section shows how the retrieval model has been implemented in a
client-server architecture. The third section illustrates some results of our system in a mock museum scenario.
Finally, the last section wraps up with some conclusions and presents some ideas for future research.
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The processing performed by the server part of our system is based around a novel content-based image retrieval
algorithm that uses local image descriptors to describe image content and an indexing methodology that is
inspired by techniques from the information retrieval community. The retrieval algorithm exhibits a number of
features that make it stand apart from some of the existing algorithms. The most important of these is the ability
of the algorithm to retrieve a matching image from the database given a query image that is heavily degraded
by noise and has been transformed by a planar homography. The algorithm is also remarkably resistant to scale
changes between the query image and database images.
2.1. Salient regions for content-based image retrieval
Much previous work in the ﬁeld of content-based retrieval has been based around the concepts of using global
descriptors to describe the content of the image. More recently researchers have begun to realise that global
descriptors are not necessarily good when it comes to describing the actual objects within the images and their
associated semantics. Two approaches have grown from this realisation; ﬁrstly approaches have been developed
whereby the image is segmented into multiple regions, and separate descriptors are built for each region; and
secondly, the use of salient points has been suggested.
The ﬁrst approach has been demonstrated to work,2 although it has a large problem - that of how to
perform the segmentation. Over the years many techniques for performing image segmentation have been
suggested, although none really solve the problem of linking the segmented region to the actual object that is
being described. Indeed, this shows that the non-naive segmentation problem is not just a bottom-up image
processing problem, but also a top-down problem that requires knowledge of the true object, before it can be
successfully segmented.
The second approach avoids the problem of segmentation altogether by choosing to describe the image and
its contents in an altogether diﬀerent way. By using salient points or regions within an image, it is possible to
derive a compact image description based around the local attributes of the salient points. A number of diﬀerent
methods for ﬁnding salient points have been suggested, from the simple Harris & Stephens3 corner detector,
to wavelet based approaches,4–6 to methods centred around image entropy.7,8 Many previous approaches to
using salient points have generated feature-vectors from pixel data in ﬁxed-sized regions around the salient point,
usually a 3x3 or 9x9 pixel neighbourhood centred on the point,5 although some of the modern state-of-the-art
detectors ﬁnd aﬃne invariant regions and generate descriptors from within the region.9–11 In previous work, it
was shown that content-based retrieval based on salient interest points and regions performs much better than
global image descriptors.5,12 For our content-based image retrieval algorithm, we select salient regions using
the method described by Lowe,13 where scale-space peaks are detected in a multi-scale diﬀerence-of-Gaussian
pyramid. Peaks in a diﬀerence-of-Gaussian pyramid have been shown to provide the most stable interest regions
when compared to a range of other interest point detectors.12,14 Figure 1 illustrates the kind of regions found
from peaks in a diﬀerence-of-Gaussian pyramid. Local feature descriptors are generated for each of these salient
regions.
2.2. Local Feature Descriptors
There are a large number of diﬀerent types of feature descriptors that have been suggested for describing the local
image content within a salient region; For example colour moments and Gabor texture descriptors.5 However,
many of these descriptors are not robust to the imaging conditions. Unfortunately, the quality of images captured
with the mobile device is fairly poor. The captured images exhibit a grainy noise pattern, poor contrast, poor
colour quality and blurring (both from motion, as the camera takes a reasonable amount of time to grab a
shot, during which the user must hold the device stationary, and also due to the manual focus control of the
camera). A typical query image captured by the device is shown in Figure 2. These problems make many of
the traditional local feature descriptors fairly useless in matching between a database of high quality images and
query images from the mobile device. An alternative is to use a feature descriptor that performs well in the
presence of poor imaging conditions. In the current implementation of the system, Lowe’s SIFT (Scale Invariant
Feature Transform) descriptor13 is used. The SIFT descriptor was shown to be superior to other descriptors
found in the literature,15 such as the response of steerable ﬁlters or orthogonal ﬁlters. The performance of theFigure 1. Example image showing salient regions found from peaks in the diﬀerence-of-Gaussian pyramid. Image
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SIFT descriptor is enhanced because it was designed to be invariant to small shifts in the position of the salient
region, as might happen in the presence of imaging noise.
2.3. Indexing and retrieval
Our original approach to retrieval based on images described by salient regions worked by comparing each
individual salient region in a query image with all the salient regions of each image in the database.12 This
is a very expensive operation, especially if the database is large. For example a typical query image may have
around 500 salient regions, and each image in the database may have anything between 1,000 and 5,000 regions
approximately. With a database of around 1,000 images, this means that each salient region in the query image
needs to be compared to between 1,000,000 and 5,000,000 other regions. This is itself an expensive operation as
the SIFT feature vectors are themselves made up of 128 dimensions.
In this paper, we describe a diﬀerent method based on a classical approach to retrieval from the information
retrieval ﬁeld. Recent work by Sivic and Zisserman10 and slightly earlier work by Westmacott and Lewis,16
showed a new approach to object matching within images and video footage. The approach was based on an
analogy with classical text retrieval using a vector-space model. Instead of comparing individual salient regions,
a descriptor is built for each image in the database that describes the whole content. This descriptor has much
lower dimensionality than the combined local descriptors of each of the salient regions and enables signiﬁcant
reductions in computational load, and thus enables much faster searching of the database.
2.3.1. The Vector-Space Model of Classical Text Retrieval: A Brief Overview
Most classical text retrieval systems work in the same general way, by representing a document and query as
a set of terms. These terms are represented as axes in a vector-space, using weighted term frequency as theFigure 2. A typical query image, illustrating the poor imaging conditions (motion blur, blurring, noise, contrast, etc.).
Image Copyright c  2004, National Gallery, London, All rights reserved.
distance along the axis corresponding to that term. Described below are a number of standard steps for this
model.
Parsing and Stemming: Firstly, a document is parsed into a list of separate words, this is obviously an easy
task in most languages as the words are separated by spaces. The words are then transformed by a process called
stemming. The stemming process represents words by their stems, for example, ‘CONNECT’, ‘CONNECTED’,
‘CONNECTING’, ‘CONNECTION’, and ‘CONNECTIONS’ are all represented by the stem ‘CONNECT’. Words
with a common stem will often have similar meanings. Various algorithms for stemming have been developed,
for example, the Porter Stemmer,17 that stems English words.
Stop Lists: The next stage is to apply a stop list. The stop list is used to reject common words that occur
frequently throughout the corpus of documents, and therefore are not discriminating for a particular document.
Examples of such words include words like ‘and’, ‘an’ and ‘the’.
Representing documents by word frequency: Each of the words from the document (after application of
the stop list) are then represented by a unique identiﬁer for that word. The number of occurrences of each word
in the document is then counted and a vector of word-frequencies is created to represent the document.Frequency weighting: Each component of the vector of word frequencies is often weighted. In the case of
the Google web search engine, the weighing of a particular web page depends on the number of pages linking to
that particular page.18
The standard way of weighting the frequency vectors of text documents is called ‘term frequency-inverse
document frequency’, tf-idf, and is computed as follows. Suppose that there is a vocabulary of k words, then each








where nid is the number of occurrences of word i in document d, nd is the total number of words in the document
d, ni is the number of occurrences of the term i in the whole database and N is the number of documents in the
whole database. The weighting is the product of two terms: the word frequency nid/nd and the inverse document
frequency logN/ni. The intuition is that word frequency increases the weights of words that occur frequently
in a particular document, and thus describe it well, whilst the inverse document frequency down-weights words
that appear often in the database.
Indexing using Inverted Files: Inverted ﬁle structures are used for eﬃcient retrieval. An inverted ﬁle is
like an ideal book index. Each word in the collection has an entry in the inverted ﬁle, together with a list of
documents (and the position in which the word occurs in the document) that contain that word.
Searching: Ranking the results: In order to search the database of documents, a tf-idf vector is created for
the query terms or document, and the query vector is compared against all the vectors in the database, Vd.T h e





2.4. Applying the vector-space model to image retrieval
In this section, the ideas and methods described above for text retrieval are taken and applied to image retrieval.
The analogy used is that an image is a document, and consists of multiple terms, or ‘visual’ words. In the
previous sections, the use of saliency as a means to build image descriptions was discussed. In order to build the
‘visual’ words for an image, it is suggested that each ‘visual’ word is formed from the local description of the
image in a salient region.
2.4.1. Building ‘visual’ words: Vector Quantisation
One immediately obvious problem with taking local descriptors to represent words is that, depending on the
descriptor, there is a possibility that two very similar image patches will have slightly diﬀerent descriptors, and
thus there is a possibility of having an absolutely massive vocabulary of words to describe the image. A standard
way to get around this problem is to apply vector quantisation to the descriptors to quantise them into a known
set of descriptors. This known set of descriptors then forms the vocabulary of ‘visual’ words that describes
the image. This process is essentially the equivalent of the stemming, where the vocabulary consists of all the
possible stems. The next problem is that of how to design a vector quantiser. Sivic and Zisserman10 selected
a set of video frames from which to train their vector quantiser, and used the k-means clustering algorithm to
ﬁnd clusters of local descriptors within the training set of frames. The centroids of these clusters then became
the ‘visual’ words representing the entire possible vocabulary. The vector quantiser then proceeded by assigning
local descriptors to the closest cluster.
In this work, a similar approach was used. A sample set of images from the data-set was chosen at random,
and feature vectors were generated about each salient region in all the training images. Clustering of these
feature descriptors was then performed using the batch k-means clustering algorithm with random start points
in order to build a vocabulary of ‘visual’ words. Each image in the entire data-set then had its feature vectors
quantised by assigning the feature vector to the closest cluster.Figure 3. Illustration of the word-frequency vectors of two images with a 3000 word vocabulary. The vectors have been
projected onto a 60x50 array. Images Copyright c  2004, National Gallery, London, All rights reserved.
2.4.2. Image Retrieval based on ‘visual’ words
Given the lists of ‘visual’ words for each image in the data-set, the next stage is to calculate a word-frequency
vector to represent each image. Figure 3 illustrates the word-frequency vectors, using a 3000 word vocabulary, of
two images by showing the histogram of word frequencies projected onto a 60x50 array, with the darker colours
representing higher values. The ﬁgure clearly shows that the distribution of frequencies of ‘visual’ words for each
of the images are diﬀerent. The tf-idf weighting (Equation 1) is used to weight each element of the word-frequency
vector. In order to perform actual retrieval, a query vector, Vq, is constructed from the query image, and all the
documents in the database are ranked by the normalised scalar product (Equation 2) between the query vector
Vq and the each document vector Vd.
Getting the correct match: Due to the way the indexing scheme works the top ranking matching image
may not actually be a representation of the query image. This is due in part to the imaging conditions, but also
to the fact that the query image is likely to be either a sub-image or super-image of the matching representation
in the database. In order to ﬁnd the actual matching image, we re-rank the top N results based on the geometric
consistency of the salient regions. This is akin to text-search methodologies where the rank of the document is
increased if the query terms occur with similar positional relations to each other in both the query and document.
Because the aim of the system is to recognise planar objects, we model the geometric consistency of the
salient regions as a planar homography. In order to perform the re-ranking, we test each of the top N ranked
images’ salient regions for a consistent homography between the query image’s salient regions using the RANSAC
algorithm to robustly ascertain whether a consistent homography exists.192.5. Summary
In summary, we have presented an image retrieval methodology with a two-stage re-ranking procedure. The
algorithm transforms the query image into a vector-space based on the frequencies of ‘visual’ words within the
image. The ‘visual’ words are created in such a way as to be invariant to a range of transformations, including
changes in homography, intensity changes and imaging noise. The ﬁrst stage ranking procedure uses the cosine
similarity of weighted ‘visual’ word frequency vectors to rank the images in the database. The second stage
re-ranks the top N results based on the geometric consistency between the salient regions of the query and N
results. The outcome is that the highest ranked image should correspond to the query. The overall retrieval




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5. An overview of the mobile image retrieval system.
3. CLIENT-SERVER IMPLEMENTATION AND TECHNOLOGY
In order to develop our mobile architecture for retrieval, a test-bed has been constructed from commercially
available equipment, and using open standards for data transfer. The current implementation of the system
consists of a mobile device with a camera (an HP h5550 iPAQ Pocket PC and Lifeview FlyCAM SD) acting as
a mobile client, and a PC acting as a server. The mobile client is connected to the Internet through a wireless
connection (either Bluetooth or 802.11b). The server machine hosts a web service to which the client can connect
and transmit JPEG compressed query images. XML remote procedure calls (XML-RPC) are used to provide the
interface to the server. The server processes the queries it receives and returns the result to the client. Figure 5
illustrates the topology of the system.
Figure 6 illustrates the use of the device in an art gallery scenario. The server has been conﬁgured to return
a web-page with information corresponding to the database image that most closely matches the query. The
web-page is then displayed on the client.
4. RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE
The performance of the retrieval algorithm was evaluated by testing 200 randomly selected images captured
using the mobile device and looking at the rank of the matching image in the returned set. Obviously, the ideal
scenario is that the matching image is always returned in the highest ranking (rank 0) position. The image
database consisted of over 850 images from the National Gallery image collection. A number of sample query
images are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 8 illustrates the eﬀect of querying the database with a number of diﬀerent retrieval algorithms, includ-
ing the Colour Coherence Vector (CCV) algorithm,20 RGB Colour Histogram matching, Grey-level Histogram
matching, Pyramid-structured Wavelet Transform (PWT) algorithm,21 and the vector-space retrieval algorithm
detailed in the previous sections, without the second-stage re-ranking. The graph shows that the vector-space
retrieval algorithm performs dramatically better than the other algorithms; in fact, the performance of the other
algorithms is little better than randomly choosing an image from the database. Just under 35% of matching im-
ages using the vector-space algorithm were found in the highest ranking position, and the percentage of matched
images drops oﬀ rapidly as rank increases.
The eﬀect of the second-stage re-ranking was also investigated. The purpose of the two-stage re-ranking
approach is to reduce computational load. The ﬁrst retrieval stage identiﬁes possible matches, and the second-
stage veriﬁes the actual match. If the second stage re-ranking were performed on all the images in the database,



































Figure 6. The system in use in a mock art gallery scenario. Images Copyright c  2004, National Gallery, London, All
rights reserved.
Figure 7. Example query images captured by the mobile device for testing the performance. Images Copyright c  2004,
National Gallery, London, All rights reserved.
and the need for the ﬁrst-stage retrieval would be negated. By considering only the top N ranking matches
from the ﬁrst-stage in the second-stage, computational load is dramatically reduced at the expense of retrieval
performance. Figure 9 illustrates the eﬀect of changing N versus the rate of correct retrieval, where correct
retrieval is deﬁned as the image matching the query being in the highest ranking position after the second-stage
re-ranking. The graph shows that a ﬁrst-place recognition rate in excess of 80% can be achieved by performing
the geometry based re-ranking procedure on the top 20 ranked matches from the ﬁrst-stage retrieval.
4.1. Discussion
The results presented above were found using a naive set of parameters for things such as the number of ‘visual’
words in the vocabulary. It is possible that by tuning the parameters, the retrieval performance could be further
improved. The vector quantiser used for the experiments was certainly non-optimal for the test image data-set,

























Figure 8. Plot of the rank of the matching image for a number of diﬀerent retrieval algorithms.
could also possibly be improved by pre-processing the query images to remove the radial lens distortion the
camera exhibits and also by normalising the images. However, despite these non-optimised parameters, the
results show that the two-stage retrieval algorithm performs well when presented with query images of low
quality, such as those from a mobile device.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a novel two-stage approach to image retrieval that has been designed to work especially
well with queries that have been severely degraded by the imaging apparatus. The retrieval algorithm is able
to quickly narrow-down a set of likely candidate matching images and then re-rank these to ﬁnd the most likely
match. A system which uses the retrieval algorithm in a client-server manner with a mobile device as the client
interface has been presented, and the results look promising. The results have shown that the new algorithm
performs signiﬁcantly better than existing retrieval algorithms, which have a retrieval performance only slightly
better than choosing results at random from the database, when used with the degraded query images.
A number of items need further investigation. The vocabulary of ‘visual’ terms used in the experiments is
certainly non-optimal for the image database used. Optimising this vocabulary should improve the performance
of the ﬁrst-stage of the algorithm, thus improving recognition rates for an equivalently sized N in the second-
stage. The issue of how the vocabulary should be generated also needs to be examined, as k-means is probably
not the most optimal approach.
The system does not at present use any colour information for the retrieval. We plan to address this by
augmenting the SIFT descriptors with a local colour descriptor. Again, this should help improve retrieval
performance. Finally, we also want to investigate the use of a list of “stop-words” in the vector-space algorithm
to ignore commonly occurring ‘visual’ words. We also wish to implement an inverted-indexing scheme to improve
the speed of retrieval.
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Figure 9. Retrieval rate versus N, the number of images considered for second-stage geometry based re-ranking.
image data-set used for testing the system.
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